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A Village Lost And Found An Annotated Tour Of The 1850s Series Of Stereo Photographs
Scenes In Our Village By T R Williams
More than 100 years ago, a storm uncovered a fascinating discovery. The ruins of an ancient civilization had been hidden for
thousands of years! This high-interest title explores the lives of the people who lived there, from how they lived to why they may
have left. A narrative opening sets the tone, and features such as a map, a timeline, and fun facts add even more information.
From the illustrator of the #1 smash hit The Day The Crayons Quit comes a humorously warm tale of friendship. Now also an
animated TV special! What is a boy to do when a lost penguin shows up at his door? Find out where it comes from, of course, and
return it. But the journey to the South Pole is long and difficult in the boy’s rowboat. There are storms to brave and deep, dark
nights.To pass the time, the boy tells the penguin stories. Finally, they arrive. Yet instead of being happy, both are sad. That’s
when the boy realizes: The penguin hadn’t been lost, it had merely been lonely. A poignant, funny, and child-friendly story about
friendship lost . . . and then found again.
When a bear loses his bright red scarf in the woods, it is found--and lost again--by a series of animals that use it to keep warm or to
have fun, but they disagree over who really owns it and cause a problem that only the scarf's true owner can fix.
"Moving from the wide world to the snugness of home and back out again, Village by the Sea tells the story of longing for the
comforts of home"-The Wildflowers
Love, Lost & Found
This Land
The Lost and Found Bookshop
Breaking History: Lost America

Brand NEW from the bestselling author of The Village Shop For Lonely Hearts. Scandal hit party girl Lucy Conway needs to leave London fast,
so she packs her bags and escapes to the sleepy village of Cranbridge to take care of her beloved Uncle Frank. But the country village isn’t
quite as idyllic as she remembers. To make matters worse, her Uncle’s pride and joy, The Cranbridge Times, is close to going out of business.
Editor-at-Large Tom Addison is having a crisis of confidence and needs help if the newspaper is going to survive. With time on her hands, can
Lucy work some magic and together save the family newspaper? Over a long, hot summer, friendships are made and hearts begin to heal. And,
with the help of a stray dog, perhaps Lucy and Tom can find their very own new beginning... Praise for Alison Sherlock: 'Glorious escapism.
Uplifting, heartwarming and joyful, Alison Sherlock writes with a warmth and lightness of touch' - Kerry Fisher 'A lovely story of finding
yourself and discovering what home means. I couldn’t stop turning the pages. Loved it.' Jessica Redland
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • What might have been? That tantalizing question propels a woman on a cross-country adventure to
reunite with the men she loved and let go, in Danielle Steel’s exhilarating new novel. It all starts with a fall from a ladder, in a firehouse in
New York City. The firehouse has been converted into a unique Manhattan home and studio where renowned photographer Madison Allen
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works and lives after raising three children on her own. But the accident, which happens while Maddie is sorting through long-forgotten
personal mementos and photos, results in more than a broken ankle. It changes her life. Spurred by old memories, the forced pause in her
demanding schedule, and an argument with her daughter that leads to a rare crisis of confidence, Maddie embarks on a road trip. She hopes to
answer questions about the men she loved and might have married—but didn’t—in the years after she was left alone with three young children.
Wearing a cast and driving a rented SUV, she sets off to reconnect with three very different men—one in Boston, one in Chicago, and another in
Wyoming—to know once and for all if the decisions she made long ago were the right ones. Before moving forward into the future, she is
compelled to confront the past. As the miles and days pass, and with each new encounter, Maddie’s life comes into clearer focus and a new
future takes shape. A deeply felt story about love, motherhood, family, and fate, Lost and Found is an irresistible new novel from America’s
most dynamic storyteller.
A Village Lost and FoundFrances Lincoln
Newbery Honor recipient Margi Preus tells the incredible true story of a group of French teenagers who helped save refugees in WWII Based
on the true story of the French villagers in WWII who saved thousands of Jews, this novel tells how a group of young teenagers stood up for
what is right. Among them is a young Jewish boy who learns to forge documents to save his mother and later goes on to save hundreds of lives
with his forgery skills. There is also a girl who overcomes her fear to carry messages for the Resistance. And a boy who smuggles people into
Switzerland. But there is always the threat that they will be caught: A policeman is sent to keep an eye on them, German soldiers reside in a
local hotel, and eventually the Gestapo arrives, armed with guns and a list of names. As the knot tightens, the young people must race against
time to bring their friends to safety.
a complete annotated collection of the original 1850s stereoscopic photograph series 'Scenes in Our Village' by T.R Williams
The most heartwarming story you will read this year
Village of Scoundrels
Village of the Lost Girls
A Novel of Mary, Faith, and Friendship
Martha's Vineyard has always been known as a charming seaside destination. But on this island, a
cautious tour reveals darker tales that lie beneath its familiar exterior. Walk by the House of
Correction, where Old Joe patrols the cells in the afterlife. Savor spirits at the Kelley House, where
the ghost of the widow of a whaleman rolls Christmas ornaments across the floor and appears by the
fireplace. Meander into the Victorian Inn, now The Christopher, where a honeymooning couple was spooked
by towels flung on the floor and a rug that wiggled from beneath their four-poster. Local author and
historian Thomas Dresser explores haunted happenings from all six island towns, as well as tales of
pirates, murder and the afterlife.
George can’t throw anything away. But he’s in danger of throwing away a chance at love George
Nightingale is a hoarder with a house full of junk. For years he’s kept it a secret, rarely leaving his
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house and keeping social interactions to a minimum, but his carefully balanced system is now under
threat... Nessa Millbrook can’t wait to get settled into her new home in quaint, rural Applewell.
Everyone in the village is so friendly – except her neighbour, George, who wants nothing to do with her.
But Nessa isn’t one to back down from a challenge and she’s determined to win George over. The years
have taught George to shield his heart and trust no one. Yet Nessa keeps reaching out to him – does he
have the courage to take a chance, and reach back? A gorgeous romance with characters readers will fall
in love with, perfect for fans of Holly Martin and Portia MacIntosh. Praise for Waste Not, Want Not in
Applewell ‘This was such a cosy heart-warming read, which also touches on the subject of hoarding....who
knew this could be so interesting - loved it! Another corker of a read from Lilac Mills!’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader
review ‘It's a novel that doesn't race through the plot, but rather gently unfolds. And I loved it. It
was wonderful. I'm not normally a person who gets emotional while reading, but there were several points
during the book where I started to connect with the characters so much that I started to cry.’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Reader review ‘One of the cutest, heartwarming romance novels I have read.’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader review ‘It's
refreshing to read a story where the main characters are older and proves love and lust is not just for
the young. There were plenty of emotional and heart-warming moments and the ending was perfect.’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Reader review ‘I absolutely loved it, finishing it pretty quickly because it's one of those books that
has you wanting to know what happens next all the way through. There were moments where I was laughing
out loud and moments which brought a lump to my throat - a sure sign that the book is a winner.’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Reader review
From the author of Rise and Shine Benedict Stone, now an original movie on Hallmark. “Sweet and
resonant.” —People, “Best New Books” Pick A librarian’s discovery of a mysterious book sparks the
journey of a lifetime. Librarian Martha Storm has always found it easier to connect with books than
people—though not for lack of trying. She keeps careful lists of how to help others in her superherothemed notebook. And yet, sometimes it feels like she’s invisible. All of that changes when a book of
fairy tales arrives on her doorstep. Inside, Martha finds a dedication written to her by her best
friend—her grandmother Zelda—who died under mysterious circumstances years earlier. When Martha
discovers a clue within the book that her grandmother may still be alive, she becomes determined to
discover the truth. As she delves deeper into Zelda’s past, she unwittingly reveals a family secret that
will change her life forever. Filled with Phaedra Patrick’s signature charm and vivid characters, The
Library of Lost and Found is a heartwarming and poignant tale of how one woman must take control of her
destiny to write her own happy ending. Don’t miss Phaedra Patrick’s winning new novel, The Messy Lives
of Book People! Look for Phaedra Patrick's other charming bestsellers! The Curious Charms of Arthur
Pepper Rise and Shine, Benedict Stone The Secrets of Love Story Bridge
A landmark collection by New York Times journalist Dan Barry, selected from a decade of his distinctive
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"This Land" columns and presenting a powerful but rarely seen portrait of America. In the wake of
Hurricane Katrina and on the eve of a national recession, New York Times writer Dan Barry launched a
column about America: not the one populated only by cable-news pundits, but the America defined and
redefined by those who clean the hotel rooms, tend the beet fields, endure disasters both natural and
manmade. As the name of the president changed from Bush to Obama to Trump, Barry was crisscrossing the
country, filing deeply moving stories from the tiniest dot on the American map to the city that calls
itself the Capital of the World. Complemented by the select images of award-winning Times photographers,
these narrative and visual snapshots of American life create a majestic tapestry of our shared
experience, capturing how our nation is at once flawed and exceptional, paralyzed and ascendant, as
cruel and violent as it can be gentle and benevolent.
Buch
A Village Lost and Found
The Village of Lost and Found
The Village Shop for Lonely Hearts
Dogs, Cats, and Everyday Heroes at a Country Animal Shelter
A feel-good story of new beginnings set in a gorgeous country village, perfect for fans of Katie Fforde and Milly Johnson. After losing her job in New York, Amber
Green isn’t looking forward to visiting her godmother in the sleepy village of Cranbridge. With its empty lanes and rundown shops, it’s hardly a place to mend
her lonely heart. But when Amber discovers that Cranbridge Stores, owned by her godmother Cathy and son Josh, is under threat of financial ruin, she realises that
her skills as a window dresser might just be able to help save the struggling shop. When disaster strikes, Amber and Josh must unite to save both the shop and the
village from flooding. Can Cranbridge Stores become the heart of the village once more? And as the village begins to come back to life, perhaps Amber will
discover a reason to stay...
*BEST MYSTERY/THRILLER FOR THE YEAR* for NPR "Come for the mounting horror and scares, but stay for a devastating examination of the nature of
family secrets." - New York Times book review "[A] scary, highly entertaining debut...that pays homage to Shirley Jackson." - South Florida Sun Sentinel A Most
Anticipated Book Goodreads * Publishers Weekly * Crime Reads * Popsugar * Bookish * #1 Loanstar Pick in Canada An Indie Next pick! A Library Reads Pick!
The Blair Witch Project meets Midsommar in this brilliantly disturbing thriller from Camilla Sten, an electrifying new voice in suspense. Documentary filmmaker
Alice Lindstedt has been obsessed with the vanishing residents of the old mining town, dubbed “The Lost Village,” since she was a little girl. In 1959, her
grandmother’s entire family disappeared in this mysterious tragedy, and ever since, the unanswered questions surrounding the only two people who were left—a
woman stoned to death in the town center and an abandoned newborn—have plagued her. She’s gathered a small crew of friends in the remote village to make a
film about what really happened. But there will be no turning back. Not long after they’ve set up camp, mysterious things begin to happen. Equipment is
destroyed. People go missing. As doubt breeds fear and their very minds begin to crack, one thing becomes startlingly clear to Alice: They are not alone. They’re
looking for the truth... But what if it finds them first? Come find out. "RELENTLESSLY CREEPY." —Alma Katsu, author of The Hunger (An NPR Best Horror
Novel) "IMPOSSIBLE TO STOP READING." —Ragnar Jonasson, author of The Island "Readers will revel in the chills." - Booklist
One Monday morning in April, a middle-aged writer walks into her living room to water the plants and finds a woman standing beside her potted fig tree. Dressed
in a navy blue trench coat and white Nikes, the woman introduces herself as "Mary. Mother of God.... You know. Mary." Instead of a golden robe or a crown, she
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arrives bearing a practical wheeled suitcase. Weary after two thousand years of adoration and petition, Mary is looking for a little R & R. She's asked in for lunch,
and decides to stay a week. As the story of their visit unfolds, so does the story of Mary-one of the most complex and powerful female figures of our time-and her
changing image in culture, art, history, as well as the thousands of recorded sightings that have placed her everywhere from a privet hedge to the dented bumper of
a Camaro. As this Everywoman and Mary become friends, their conversations, both profound and intimate, touch upon Mary's significance and enduring
relevance. Told with humor and grace, Our Lady of the Lost and Found is an absorbing tour through Mary's history and a thoughtful meditation on spirituality,
our need for faith, and our desire to believe in something larger than ourselves.
On a trip to New Mexico, the Aldens visit a forest that is rumored to be the location of a lost ancient village. After learning that the forest is going to be cut down,
they start an archeological dig to prove the village existed, but the artifacts they find are stolen from the site! Who's trying to keep the truth buried?
A gorgeous family saga, full of secrets and lies
Murder Lost and Found
The Ghost Hunters (2)
Vanished Civilizations, Abandoned Towns, and Roadside Attractions
Flicker Is Lost and Found

"A wonderful exploration of the past and the future and, most importantly, of what it means to
be present in the here and now. Full of the love of words, the love of family, and the love of
falling in love, The Lost and Found Bookshop is a big-hearted gem of a novel that will satisfy
and entertain readers from all walks of life. Lovely!"—Garth Stein, New York Times bestselling
author of The Art of Racing In The Rain In this thought-provoking, wise and emotionally rich
novel, New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs explores the meaning of happiness,
trust, and faith in oneself as she asks the question, "If you had to start over, what would you do
and who would you be?" There is a book for everything . . . Somewhere in the vast Library of
the Universe, as Natalie thought of it, there was a book that embodied exactly the things she
was worrying about. In the wake of a shocking tragedy, Natalie Harper inherits her mother’s
charming but financially strapped bookshop in San Francisco. She also becomes caretaker for
her ailing grandfather Andrew, her only living relative—not counting her scoundrel father. But
the gruff, deeply kind Andrew has begun displaying signs of decline. Natalie thinks it’s best to
move him to an assisted living facility to ensure the care he needs. To pay for it, she plans to
close the bookstore and sell the derelict but valuable building on historic Perdita Street, which
is in need of constant fixing. There’s only one problem–Grandpa Andrew owns the building and
refuses to sell. Natalie adores her grandfather; she’ll do whatever it takes to make his final
years happy. Besides, she loves the store and
its books provide welcome solace for her
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overwhelming grief. After she moves into the small studio apartment above the shop, Natalie
carries out her grandfather’s request and hires contractor Peach Gallagher to do the necessary
and ongoing repairs. His young daughter, Dorothy, also becomes a regular at the store, and
she and Natalie begin reading together while Peach works. To Natalie’s surprise, her sorrow
begins to dissipate as her life becomes an unexpected journey of new connections, discoveries
and revelations, from unearthing artifacts hidden in the bookshop’s walls, to discovering the
truth about her family, her future, and her own heart.
Exuberant storytelling full of wry comedy, dark history, and devastating satire—by the
celebrated and original author of the #1 New York Times bestseller, Say You’re One of Them.
From a suspiciously cheap Hell’s Kitchen walk-up, Nigerian editor and winner of a Toni
Morrison Publishing Fellowship Ekong Udousoro is about to begin the opportunity of a
lifetime: to learn the ins and outs of the publishing industry from its incandescent epicenter.
While his sophisticated colleagues meet him with kindness and hospitality, he is soon exposed
to a colder, ruthlessly commercial underbelly—callous agents, greedy landlords, boorish and
hostile neighbors, and, beneath a superficial cosmopolitanism, a bedrock of white cultural
superiority and racist assumptions about Africa, its peoples, and worst of all, its food.
Reckoning, at the same time, with the recent history of the devastating and brutal Biafran
War, in which Ekong’s people were a minority of a minority caught up in the mutual slaughter
of majority tribes, Ekong’s life in New York becomes a saga of unanticipated strife. The great
apartment deal wrangled by his editor turns out to be an illegal sublet crawling with bedbugs.
The lights of Times Square slide off the hardened veneer of New Yorkers plowing past the
tourists. A collective antagonism toward the “other” consumes Ekong’s daily life. Yet in
overcoming misunderstandings with his neighbors, Chinese and Latino and African American,
and in bonding with his true allies at work and advocating for healing back home, Ekong
proves that there is still hope in sharing our stories. Akpan’s prose melds humor, tenderness,
and pain to explore the myriad ways that tribalisms define life everywhere, from the villages of
Nigeria to the villages within New York City. New York, My Village is a triumph of storytelling
and a testament to the life-sustaining power of community across borders and across
boroughs.
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In 1979, the Chinese government famously introduced The Single Child Policy to control
population growth. Nearly 40 years later, the result is an estimated 20 million "missing girls"
in the population from 1980-2010. In Lost and Found, John James Kennedy and Yaojiang Shi
focus on village-level implementation of the one-child policy and the level of mutualnoncompliance between officials and rural families. Through in-depth interviews with rural
parents and local leaders, they reveal that many had strong incentives not to comply with the
birth control policy because larger families meant increased labor and income. In this sober
exploration of China's Single Child Policy throughout the reform period, the authors more
broadly show how governance by grassroots cadres with greater local autonomy has affected
China in the past and the challenges for resolving center-versus-locality contradictions in
governance that lie ahead.
A heart-warming, contemporary, lesbian, quintessentially English village novel series, centred
on the ruins of Nunswick Abbey
A village lost and found
The Mystery of the Lost Village
Lost in Love (The Nunswick Abbey Series Book 1)
Bombay Lost and Found
Some stories are never finished. Some voices insist on being heard, even after death . . . Many years ago, soldiers entered a remote
English village called Imber and forced every inhabitant out. It remains abandoned . . . Each winter, on one night only, Imber's
former residents return to visit loved ones buried in the overgrown churchyard. But this year, something has gone wrong. Secrets
are surfacing, putting all who come near Imber in danger. And only one man can help. Notorious ghost hunter Harry Price has
reluctantly reunited with his former assistant Sarah Grey. Once, she worshipped Harry, but their relationship has recently soured.
Harry knows that Sarah could be the key to unlocking the mystery of Imber, but will her involvement in the case be the undoing of
them both? Inspired by real historical events, this is the second novel by Neil Spring featuring the notorious real-life ghost hunter,
Harry Price. The critically acclaimed ITV drama Harry Price: Ghost Hunter, starring Rafe Spall, was adapted from Spring's first
novel, The Ghost Hunters.
Most books on India written by foreigners share one trait: the authors visit India, then leave. Sorensen moved in, set up house,
became a resident in a village on the banks of the Ganges river, and eventually called India "home." A dozen years later, she's still
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there. Her writing swings from the depths of an ancient culture through to drunk bathroom repair men, tied together with a
refreshing, grounded voice. It's macabre, hilarious, philosophical, and all 100% true. No, really.... "Braja Sorensen describes her
adopted India with no analytical or spiritual pretenses. A funny, committed book." - Farrukh Dhondy
The true story about one cat's journey to be reunited with his war-torn family.
Based on 30 years of research, Brian May's painstaking excavation of exquisite stereo photographs from the dawn of photography
transports readers to the lost world of an Oxfordshire village of the 1850s. At the book's heart is a reproduction of T. R. Williams'
1856 series of stereo photographs, "Scenes In Our Village." Using the viewer supplied with this book, the reader can become
absorbed in a village idyll of the early Victorian era: the subjects seem to be on the point of suddenly bursting back into life and
continuing with their daily rounds. The book is also something of a detective story, as the village itself was only identified in 2003
as Hinton Waldrist in Oxfordshire, and the authors' research constantly reveals further clues about the society of those distant
times, historic photographic techniques, and the life of the enigmatic Williams himself, who appears, Hitchcock-like, from time to
time in his own photographs.
Our Lady of the Lost and Found
The Lost Village
Mission Moon 3-D
A Novel
Lost and Found in India
Ever since his classic debut, The Tar-Aiym Krang, the first of the wildly successful Pip and Flinx
adventures, New York Times bestselling author Alan Dean Foster has captivated readers around the
world. Now this writer of bold imagination and stunning originality has created an electrifying space epic
set in a universe at once strangely familiar and starkly terrifying. Familiar because the universe is ours;
terrifying because the human condition might soon be. . . . Not so long ago Marcus Walker was just
another young commodities trader in Chicago, working hard and playing harder. But that’s all in the
past, part of a life half forgotten—a reality that vanished when he was attacked while camping and tossed
aboard a starship bound for deep space. Desperately, Walker searches for explanations, only to realize
he’s trapped in a horrifying nightmare that is all too real. Instead of being a rich hotshot at the top of the
food chain, Walker discovers he’s just another amusing novelty, part of a cargo of “cute” aliens from
primitive planets—destined to be sold as pets to highly advanced populations in “civilized” regions of the
galaxy. Even if he weren’t constantly watched by his captors, Walker has few options. After all, there is no
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escape from a speeding starship. Another man might resign himself to the inevitable and hope to be sold
to a kindly owner, but not Walker. This former college football star has plenty of American ingenuity and
no intention of admitting defeat, now or ever. In fact, he’s only just begun to fight. The adventure will
continue with two more novels
Flicker learns it's OK to ask for help, no matter how old you are. Flicker is a big girl now, and is going to
visit Grampa and Nana Glowworm all by herself. Papa Jitterbug gives her a map and Mama Junebug tells
Flicker she and the twins, Zip and Flare, will join her later. Flicker is sure she doesn't doesn't need a map
to find her way through the many zig-zaggy hallways of The Grand Bug Hotel. Does she?
Seventh in the popular Sophie Sayers Village Mystery series, a warm, witty cross between MC Beaton and
Agatha Christie, with plenty of laughs and heart.
'I adored The Wildflowers. A sweeping, epic, moving read' Marian Keyes/font size The new novel by
Sunday Times bestseller Harriet Evans will transport you to a Dorset beach house, where you can feel the
sand between your toes. Enter the home of Tony and Althea Wilde - the Richard Burton and Elizabeth
Taylor of their generation and with a marriage every bit as stormy. This glorious tale of tangled family
secrets and lies will leave you warm and glowing. font size="+1"'A wonderful, engrossing novel, full of
the most vivid characters and a truly memorable setting. A triumph' Sophie Kinsella 'She reels you in and
then you're hooked, right to the last page' Patricia Scanlan 'Atmospheric and altogether wonderful'
Lesley Pearse 'I love it on so many levels, the immense feeling of place, the slow, irresistible sense of
being drawn deep into the family and its story, and the strange hovering of menace somewhere in the
idyll. Wonderful' Penny Vincenzi 'Her characters are finely drawn and as the story hops back and forth
from the Second World War to the present day, the reader becomes deeply immersed in this charismatic
family's fortunes. The result is that rare and lovely thing, an all-engaging and all-consuming drama' Daily
Mail Tony and Althea Wilde. Glamorous, argumentative ... adulterous to the core. They were my parents,
actors known by everyone. They gave our lives love and colour in a house by the sea - the house that
sheltered my orphaned father when he was a boy. But the summer Mads arrived changed everything. She
too had been abandoned and my father understood why. We Wildflowers took her in. My father was my
hero, he gave us a golden childhood, but the past was always going to catch up with him ... it comes for
us all, sooner or later. This is my story. I am Cordelia Wilde. A singer without a voice. A daughter without
a father. Let me take you inside. Harriet Evans is 'perfect for fans of Jojo Moyes and Maeve Binchy' Best
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Lost. Found.
The Nunswick Abbey Series Book 1: A Contemporary, Lesbian, Village Romance
Skara Brae: The Lost Neolithic Village
Maximum City
The perfect uplifting, feel-good read for 2021
An Annotated Tour of the 1850s series of Stereo Photographs "Scenes in our Village" by T.R. WilliamsThis book is the perfect
antidote to the stress of life in the 21st Century.It portrays the idyll of life in an 1850s village, "far from the sound of the train's
whistle".The identity of the village was lost to the world for 150 years, and only by a miracle does this magical set of stereoscopic
views survive, brought together for the very first time by Brian May and his co-author, photohistorian Elena Vidal. Their research is
amazingly in-depth, but the book is utterly readable, and the pictures leap into glorious 3-D, viewed in the new focussing stereoscope
which May has designed and produced, to bring the stereos to life, and then fold neatly into the slip-case of the book.The book gives
an extraordinary insight into everyday village life at the time - with a woman at her spinning wheel, the blacksmith outside his
smithy, three men at the grind stone sharpening a tool, the villagers in the fields, bringing in the harvest as well as often taking time to
enjoy a good gossip. In every case the original verse which accompanied the view is reproduced. In addition, May and Vidal have
researched and annotated all the views, revealing another layer of meaning, by exploring the history of these real characters, this
idyllic village and its links with the present day. The result is a powerfully atmospheric and touching set of photographs." A Village
Lost and Found brings master pioneering stereographer T. R. Williams's passionate life-work Scenes in Our Village to a new
audience - in glorious 3-D, as never before.For an Electronic Press Kit for A Village Lost and Found click here
A breath-taking missing persons thriller set under the menacing peaks of the Pyrenees Five years after their disappearance, the village
of Monteperdido still mourns the loss of Ana and Lucia, two eleven-year-old friends who left school one afternoon and were never
seen again. Now, Ana reappears unexpectedly inside a crashed car, wounded but alive and next to the body of a man. While the
people of the village struggle to comprehend the startling turn of events, the case reopens and a race against time begins to discover
the identity of the dead man and who was behind the girls' kidnapping. Most importantly, where is Lucia and is she still
alive?Inspector Sara Campos and her boss Santiago Bain, who are called in from Madrid's head office, are forced to work with the
local police. Five years ago fatal mistakes were made in the investigation conducted after the girls first vanished, and this mustn't
happen again. But Monteperdido has rules of its own.'A disturbing atmosphere, convincing characters and enthralling twists - a
revelation!' Bitacora de Lecturas.
"Missed Connections is a collection of illustrated love stories. There's "We Shared a Bear Suit." "If Not for Your Noisy Tambourine."
"Hairy Bearded Swimmer." Each is told in the shorthand of a "missed connection," and then illustrated in Chinese ink and watercolor.
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The anonymous messages are hopeful and hopeless, funny and sad"-Breaking History books offer a front row seat to history as it broke (like “breaking news”) and give the blow-by-blow of historical
discovery—what we learned, when we learned it, who made the discovery, and how. Lost America is an illustrated look at fascinating
places in the United States that have existed only in myth and have never been found, those that were abandoned and why, and those
that were lost to social upheaval or natural disaster. The book reviews the history behind these places—how they began, how long they
endured, why they were lost, and how many have been rediscovered. Included are accounts of the mysterious disappearance of the
Anasazi from the Southwest, the abandonment of the Roanoke Colony in 1590, the environmental disaster that caused the population
of Centralia, Pennsylvania to evacuate the town in the 1980s, and the nearly-intact ghost town of Bodie, California. The book also
includes places that were thought to exist, but did not--or not yet, anyway: legendary Norse settlements, lost cities of gold, and The
Fountain of Youth.
Lost and Found Sisters
Waste Not, Want Not in Applewell
New York, My Village: A Novel
Reliving the Great Space Race
The Missing Girls in Rural China
From New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis comes her first women's fiction novel—an unforgettable story of friendship,
love, family, and sisterhood—perfect for fans of Colleen Hoover, Susan Mallery, and Kristan Higgins. They say life can change in
an instant… After losing her sister in a devastating car accident, chef Quinn Weller is finally getting her life back on track. She
appears to have it all: a loving family, a dream job in one of L.A.'s hottest eateries, and a gorgeous boyfriend dying to slip an
engagement ring on her finger. So why does she feel so empty, like she's looking for a missing piece she can't find? The answer
comes when a lawyer tracks down Quinn and reveals a bombshell secret and a mysterious inheritance that only she can claim.
This shocking revelation washes over Quinn like a tidal wave. Her whole life has been a lie. On impulse, Quinn gives up her job,
home, and boyfriend. She heads up the coast to the small hometown of Wildstone, California, which is just a few hours north, but
feels worlds apart from Los Angeles. Though she doesn't quite fit in right away, she can't help but be drawn to the town’s simple
pleasures…and the handsome, dark-haired stranger who offers friendship with no questions asked. As Quinn settles into
Wildstone, she discovers there's another surprise in store for her. The inheritance isn't a house or money, but rather something
earthshattering, something that will make her question everything she thought she knew about herself, about her family. Now
with a world of possibilities opening up to Quinn, she must decide if this new life is the one she was always meant to have—and the
one that could finally give her the fulfillment she's searched so long for.
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An “ingenious, entertaining” novel about connection and competition from the New York Times–bestselling author of The Dogs
of Babel (Elinor Lipman, The Boston Globe). What do a suburban mom, her troubled daughter, divorced brothers, former child
stars, born-again Christians, and young millionaires have in common? They have all been selected to compete on Lost and
Found, a daring new reality-adventure show. In teams of two, they will race across the globe—from Egypt to England, Japan to
Sweden—to battle for a million-dollar prize. They must decipher encrypted clues, recover mysterious artifacts, and outwit their
opponents to stay in play. Yet what started as a lark turns deadly serious as the number of players is whittled down, temptations
beckon, and the bonds between partners strain and unravel. The question now is not only who will capture the final prize, but at
what cost. “Wonderful.” —Jodi Picoult "An entertaining, unexpectedly wise novel.” —Time “Will keep readers on the edge of their
seats . . . It may be the most emotionally satisfying novel of the season.” —St. Louis Post-Dispatch
Heartwarming stories and heartbreaking tragedies at an animal shelter are related in an account of what goes on behind the
scenes.
A native of Bombay, Suketu Mehta gives us an insider’s view of this stunning metropolis. He approaches the city from
unexpected angles, taking us into the criminal underworld of rival Muslim and Hindu gangs, following the life of a bar dancer
raised amid poverty and abuse, opening the door into the inner sanctums of Bollywood, and delving into the stories of the
countless villagers who come in search of a better life and end up living on the sidewalks. As each individual story unfolds, Mehta
also recounts his own efforts to make a home in Bombay after more than twenty years abroad. Candid, impassioned, funny, and
heartrending, Maximum City is a revelation of an ancient and ever-changing world.
Missed Connections
Ghosts of Martha's Vineyard
Lost and Found Cat
In a Village by the Sea
America, Lost and Found
“Fast-paced and colorful, with hints of The Goldfinch and Malibu Rising, and more than one pitchperfect love story—Lost and Found in Paris sparkles like the City of Light itself and will have
you flipping the pages quickly as you’re drawn deeply into its mysterious world of art,
intrigue, and redemption.” —Kristin Harmel, New York Times bestselling author of The Book of
Lost Names The ultimate escapist adventure in Paris, told with wit, style, and a touch of
intrigue, by the popular and dynamic author of The Sweeney Sisters. Joan Blakely had an
unconventional childhood: the daughter of a globe-trotting supermodel and a world-famous artist.
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Her artist father died on 9/11, and Joan—an art historian by training—has spent more than a
decade maintaining his legacy. Life in the art world is beginning to wear on her—and then one
fateful afternoon her husband drops a bombshell: he’s fathered twins with another woman. Furious
but secretly pleased to have a reason to blow up her life, Joan impulsively decides to get out
of town, booking a last-minute trip to Paris as an art courier: the person museums hire to fly
valuable works of art to potential clients, discreetly stowed in their carry-on luggage. Sipping
her champagne in business-class, she chats up her seatmate, Nate, a good-looking tech nerd who
invites her to dinner in Paris. He doesn’t know she’s carrying drawings worth hundreds of
thousands of dollars. But after a romantic dinner and an even more romantic night together, Joan
wakes up next to her new lover to discover the drawings gone. Even more shocking is what’s been
left in their place: a sketch from her father’s journals, which she thought had been lost when
he died on 9/11, and a poem that reads like a treasure hunt. With Nate as a sidekick, Joan will
follow the clues all over Paris—from its grand cathedrals to the romantic bistros to the twisty
side streets of Montmartre—hoping to recover the lost art, and her own sense of adventure. What
she finds is even better than she’d expected.
Lost and Found in Paris
The Library of Lost and Found
Lost and Found
The True Story of Kunkush's Incredible Journey
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